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THE SEX TAPE(S) SHOWED HIM MAKING STATEMENTS THAT
HAVE BEEN MARKED AS CONFIDENTIAL
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ditty.

Excerpts from the Bubba the Love
Sponge Show, October 17, 2012, Hour 3 Segment 1

BUBBA CLEM: I think Howard’s standing by. Brent, check on that.

BRENT HATLEY: I am. Steve was saying maybe two minutes.

CLEM: Alright well, just give me the heads up.

HATLEY: I am on one way with Steve right now for him t0 say we are up.

CLEM: When we are up. Ned, welcome back, I know you have been working on a little

NED: Yep.

CLEM: Manson also has two new ditties as well. Ned says his is a masterpiece, he said

he needs another day 0r so.

NED: At least.

CLEM: Alright. Manson’s working title of his ditty “Hogan’s in Your Bedroom” and

Hogan Married a Stripper”.

CLEM: Standing by, high and dry, for the Honorable Howard Stern.

Live 0n live, right?

CLEM: I'm not afraid 0f telling the truth. I'm not afraid 0f taking a lie-detector test. I'm

not afraid of hoping to find out Where this came from. I'm not afraid 0f any of it.

HOWARD STERN: Bubba —

CLEM: I'm afraid that two people are being hung out right now to be made to look like

they're bad guys, and one person is trying t0 cover their ass at the expense 0f the other two, and
that's what I'm afraid 0f. I'm trying t0 stick up for Heather and I because we're not the only two
bad guys in this particular situation and we don't use the legal system t0 try to cover our ass 0n

something that we did that probably — (inaudible) —

STERN: So you're saying that you would appear here with Hulk Hogan and let me —

CLEM: Yes.

STERN: Yes? You're not afraid?

CLEM: N0, I’m not afraid 0f anything.

STERN: I love that.

CLEM: I‘m not — I've obviously shown that I'm not afraid 0f anything.

STERN: I'm getting you out of this lawsuit.

CLEM: Well, I—



HATLEY: That would be awesome.

CLEM: — (inaudible) —

TARA CLEM: (Inaudible) — love it.

STERN: I would d0 it —

ROBIN QUIVERS: He also —

STERN: — because he's never been bigger in the news.

CLEM: Well, I mean, had he shut up after your show —

STERN: Yeah.

CLEM: I realize he had t0 d0 your show for his wrestling pay-per—View andl appreciate

that, OK?

STERN: Right, right.

CLEM: Had he shut up, this would be gone by now. Had he privately — you know, you
don't g0 t0 the federal courthouse at 5 pm. With all the news cameras there and call a press

conference When you're going to sue somebody federally.

STERN: But I tell ou Wh ou d0 d0 it.

CLEM:-
STERN: But wait a second. Let's say he really wants to stop the outcome of the tape

going public, and he's very embarrassed by what might 0r might not be 0n there and he's just

ashamed. So how does he get everyone t0 shake in their boots?

CLEM: As we all are.

STERN: He's — he wants t0 show the world he's serious, that he will litigate, that he Will

g0 after the people.

CLEM: But if you’re going to include your friend, who is part of this, and you all three

knew what was going 0n — s0 you're going to —

STERN: Right.

CLEM: — you're going t0 throw me t0 the wolves as well?


